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SUMMARY
A new advancedsupersonictechnologyconfigurationconceptdesignatedthe AST-
107, using a low bypass-ratio-turbofanengine,is describedand analyzed. The
aircraft had provisionsfor 273 passengersarrangedfive abreast. The cruise Mach
numberwas 2.62. The missionrange for the AST-107was 8.48 Mm (4576 n.mi.)
and an averagelift-dragratio of 9.15 during cruisewas achieved. The avail-
able lateralcontrnlwas not sufficientfor the required15.4m/s (30 kt) cross-
wind landingcondition,and a crosswindlandinggear or a significantreduction
in dihedraleffectwould be necessaryto meet this requirement. The lowest
computednoise levels,includinga mechanicalsuppressornoise reductionof 3
EPNdB at the flyoverand sidelinemonitoringstations,were 110.3 EPNdB (side-
line noise),113.1EPNdB (centerlinenoise) and 110.5 EPNdB (approachnoise).
INTRODUCTION
Technologyadvancessince 1972 have promptedseveraladvancedsupersonictech-
nology vehicleintegrationstudies(for example,refs. 1-3). Subsequentto
these studies,a number of significantadvanceshave occurred. These advances
includethe developmentof an expandedaerodynamig data base coveringlow-speed
trim, longitudinalstability,and control (ref. 4) and low-speedlateral-
directionalstabilityand control(ref. 5); the developmentof techniquesto
size the wing area and thrust-weightratio of supersoniccruiseaircraftfor
optimumperformance(ref. 6); and the developmentof techniquesto compute
airportnoise for these configurations(refs.7 and 8).
The objectiveof the presentstudy is to apply this new technologyto the con-
ceptualdesignof an advancedsupersonictransportfor transpacificrange (com-
parableto a San Francisco-Tokyoflight),and, then, to subjectthe conceptto
the latest analyticaltechniquesfor performance,noise,and economicevalua-
tions. In addition,this detailedsystemsintegrationstudy has been used to
supporta recentnoise-sensitivitystudy (ref. 9) by providingthe systemweight
and performanceused therein.
The configurationdescribedin this report is very similarto that reportedin
reference1 exceptfor differentengines. The engineused was a low-bypass-
ratio turbofanincorporatingboth a mechanicalsuppressorin the outer exhaust
jet and an invertedjet-velocityprofilefor coannularnoise reduction. The
I basic criteriaused in this study are: the use of five abreast seatingof 273
passengersin an all-tourist-classseatingarrangementwith a seat pitch of
0.864 m (34 in.); a range of 8.33 Mm (4500 n.mi.)at a cruiseMach number of
2.62 (8C above standard-dayatmosphere);the abilityto land and takeoffon
existingrunwayswith a tire footprintno greaterthan that of a DC-8-50;sta-
bility sufficientto trim for minimum trim-dragthroughoutthe flightenvelope
with no significantpitch-upin the takeoffor landingmodes; and satisfactory
short-periodcharacteristicsat approach.
SYMBOLS
Computationsin the course of this study were performedin U.S. CustomaryUnits.
Resultswere convertedto the InternationalSystem of Units (SI) by using con-
version factorsgiven in reference10.
A aspect ratio
b wingspan,m (ft)
m
c mean aerodynamicchord,m (ft)
m
Cref referencemean aerodynamicchord,m (ft)
c.g. center of gravity
CD drag coefficient,drag
qS
CDp° parasite drag coefficient associated with camber, protuberances,interference, and separated flow
CD wave-dragcoefficient
w
CL lift coefficient,lift
qS
C_ rollingmoment, rollingmoment
qSb
C_B rollingmoment coefficientdue to sideslip,per degree
Cm pitchingmoment coefficient,pitchin9 moment
qSc
Cn yawing momentcoefficient, yawin9 moment
qSb
CnB yawing moment coefficient due to sideslip, per degree
CyB side force coefficient due to sideslip, per degree
DOC direct operating cost, cents/passenger km (cents/passenger statutemile)
EPNL effective perceived noise level, EPNdB
g acceleration due to gravity, m/s2 (ft/s 2)
w
h altitude, m (ft)
HSAS hardened stability augmentation system
Ix,Iy,l z moments of inertia about X, Y, and Z body axes, respectively,
kg-m2 (slug-ft 2)
IXZ product of inertia, kg-m2 (slug-ft 2)
KI directional-control flexibility factor
Lm lift per unit angle of attack per unit momentum(qs/aircraft
momentum)_CL , per second
L/D lift-drag ratio
M Mach number
n load factor
P pressure, Pa (Ibf/ft 2)
Psp period of longitudinal short-period oscillation, s
Pd period of Dutch roll oscillation
PR pilot rating
Pph period of longitudinal phugoid oscillation
q dynamic pressure, Pa (Ibf/ft 2)
S wing area, m2 (ft 2)
Sref wing reference area, m2 (ft 2)
San static normal acceleration gust sensitivity, g/(m/s), (g/(ft/s)
SCAS stability and control augmentation system
t2 time to doubleamplitude,s
tl/2 time to damp to one-halfamplitude,s
t@=30o time requiredto roll 300, s
TOC total operatingcost, cents/seatkm (cents/seatstatutemile)
V airspeed,m/s (ft/s)
V1 aircraftvelocityat engine failurefor balancedfield length,m/s(ft!s) q
V2 aircraft velocity at obstacle, m/s (ft/s)
VR aircraft velocity at rotation, m/s (ft/sec)
V tail-volume coefficient
x longitudinal coordinate, m (ft)
y lateral coordinate, m (ft)
z vertical coordinate, m (ft)
angle of attack (deg or rad, as noted)
_wrp angle of attack of wing reference plane, deg
B angle of sideslip, deg
APmax maximumsonic boomoverpressure, Pa (Ibf/ft 2)
_a aileron deflection, positive for right-roll command, deg
_i deflection of ith flap (see fig. 6 for definition of i) deg
6r rudder deflection, deg
_t horizontal-tail deflection, positive when leading-edge is deflected
up, deg
aa aileron deflection rate, positive for right-roll command, deg/s
ailerondeflectionrate, positivefor right-rollcommand,deg/s
6i deflectionrate of ith flap (see fig. 6 for definitionof i), deg/s
_r rudderdeflectionrate, deg/s
6t horizontaltail deflectionrate, positivewhen leading-edgeis
deflectedup, deg/s
Cd Dutch roll dampingratio
Cph longitudinalphugoidmode dampingratio
_sp longitudinalshort-periodmode dampingratio
_@ dampingratio of numeratorquadraticof a transferfunction
0 pitch angle, deg
e pitch rate, deg/s
pitch acceleration,rad/s2
@ roll angle,deg
@ roll rate, deg/s
rollingangularvelocitiesat the first and second peaks of a roll
@I, @2 rate-oscillation,deg/s
roll acceleration,rad/s2
yaw angle, deg
yaw rate, deg/s
,°
_b yaw acceleration, rad/s 2
TR time constant of roll mode, s
md undampednatural frequency of Dutch roll mode, rad/s
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msp longitudinalshort-periodundampednatural frequency,rad/s
_ph undampednaturalfrequencyof phugoidmode, rad/s
_@ undampednaturalfrequencyappearingin numeratorquadraticof
@/_a transferfunction,rad/s
Subscripts:
app approach
c.g. center of gravity
elastic elasticairplane
f friction
LG landinggear
max maximum
min minimum
r roughness
rigid rigid airplane
req required
ss steady state
trim trimmedcondition
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
CONFIGURATION
The presentAST-107 (fig. 1) is geometricallysimilarto the conceptof reference
1. Geometriccharacteristicsare definedin Table I. The fuselagelength is
92.96 m (305 ft) with provisionsfor 273 passengersarrangedfive abreastat
0.86 m (34 in.) pitch. Passengerbaggageand cargo volume is providedunder the
floor forwardof the wing structuralbox. Figure2 shows the inboardprofile
of the configuration. Fuel tanks are locatedin the wing, under the fuselage
floor in the center-wingcarry-throughstructure,and in the rear of the fuselage.
The fuselagetank providesfor aircraftbalancecontroland fuel reserve. The
tank arrangementand capacitiesare shown in figure3.
The arrow-wingplanformis retainedfrom the configurationof reference1;
however,the wing area was modifiedto obtain a wing loadingof 4.07 kPA
(85 psf) at a design gross weight of 3.15 MN (709,000Ibm). The wing thickness-
ratio variesfrom approximately3 percentat the root to 2.5 percentat the tip
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(fig. 4). Contours of wing thickness are shown in figure 5. Wing control sur-
faces (fig. 6) are geometrically similar to those of reference I except for
adjustments for the difference in wing area.
The aircraft is powered by four General Electric GE21/JIO-B5 low bypass-ratio
turbofan engines. The nacelle shape is based on a Boeing configuration sized
to the appropriate engine thrust level. The inlet used is a mixed compression
axisymmetric design designated as the NASA"P" Inlet. The nacelles are mounted
under the wing at the trailing edge with the nozzles and thrust reversers suffi-
ciently rearward to provide for clearance.
The main landing gear is a two-strut arrangement with 12 wheels per strut and
retracts forward into the wing. Wheels are 0.80 m x 0.28 m size with the appro-
priate ply rating to satisfy the equivalent single-wheel load and the 0.61 m
(24 in.) flexible pavement thickness flotation criteria. The strut location
provides for a 13o flare angle from the static ground line and a 14.5 o flare
angle with the gear fully extended. These flare angles provide a maximumof
0.30 m (12 in.) clearance for the engine nacelle, wing tip, and horizontal tail
under normal takeoff-and-landing conditions.
The nose landing gear is a single-strut, two-wheel arrangement and retracts
rearward into the fuselage. Wheel size is 0.69 m x 0.19 m at the required ply
rating to satisfy loading and floatation requirements.
Flight crew provisions and the visor nose are the same as those in reference i.
With the visor nose in the downward position, sufficient clearance is available
for a ground handling tractor.
The normal area distribution of the AST-I07 is presented in figure 7. The
utilization of aircraft volume for subsystem and accon_nodations is also shown in
this figure.
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
Low Speed
The low speed aerodynamic characteristics are based on the wind tunnel data of
reference 4. Since the data of reference 4 are unaffected by Reynolds number
abRve that achieved at tunnel dynamic pressures of approximately 527 Pa (II Ibf/
ftL), the data for these higher Reynolds number were used directly. The fric-
tion drag from the wind tunnel tests was adjusted to full scale using the Somers
and Short T' method (ref. ii) assuming flat-plate fully turbulent boundary-layer
flow. Form drag corrections, which depend on thickness-chord ratio for surfaces
and the fineness ratio for bodies, were applied. An additional three percent
of friction drag was added for roughness, and 5 percent of friction drag was
added for gaps and irregularities. Trim drag was obtained from reference 4 with
appropriate corrections for tail-size and wing-reference-area differences. Flap
increments to lift and drag were obtained from reference 4. The landing-gear
drag coefficient increments (ref. 12) are shown in figure 8. Ground effect was
estimated using the procedure of reference 2. The resulting lift curves and
drag polars are shown in figures 9 and I0. The corresponding lift-drag ratios
are shown in figure 11.
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High Speed
Method of analysis- The procedureused to establishthe high-speeddrag values
parallelsthe techniquesused in referencesI, 2, and 3. The common data base
used for each of those analyseswas also used for the presentconfiguration.
The drag buildupconsistsof computingthe wave drag, skin frictionand rough-
ness drag, and parasitedrag; each at zero lift, and then adding the induced
drag and the trim drag (for the appropriatelift coefficientand pitching
moment) to this value.
Wave dra9 - Zero-liftwave drag coefficientsfor the AST-107were computed
using the supersonicarea-ruletechniqueof reference13. The Mach 2.62 equi-
valent area distributionsdevelopedby the area rule for both the fuselageand
completeconfigurationare shown in figure 12. Wave drag as a functionof Mach
number for the overallconfigurationis presentedin figure 13.
Skin frictionand roughnessdraB - Skin frictiondrag has been computedusing
the T' method describedin reference11. The frictiondrag for a given Mach
number-altitudecombinationwas computedby representingthe variousconfigura-
tion componentsas appropriatewetted areas and referencelengths. Smooth flat-
plate, adiabaticwall, fully turbulentboundarylayer conditionswere assumed.
Configurationcomponentssuch as the wing or tail, which may exhibitsignificant
variationsin referencelengths,were furthersubdividedinto strips for a more
accurate determinationof the frictiondrag. In additionto the skin friction
drag, a separation-dragcomponentwas estimatedfor subsonicMach numbersusing
an empiricalmethod (ref. 14). A subsonicform-dragfactor relatingthe skin
frictionon an airfoilor fusiformbody to the flat plate skin frictionwas
determinedfor each configurationcomponentand used to obtain the subsonic
form drag.
The configurationroughness-dragincrementwas assumedto be 6 percentof the
frictiondrag for the Mach 2.62 cruisecondition. For other Mach numbers,the
ratios of roughnessdrag to skin frictionpreviouslydevelopedin reference2
were used.
A summaryof the configurationwetted areas is presentedis Table II. Skin
frictionand roughness-dragcoefficientsare shown in figure 14 as a functionof
Mach number. The altitudecorrespondingto each Mach number is defined by the
nominalclimb scheduleof the aircraft.
Parasitedrag _ The parasitedrag coefficientwas derivedfrom the analysisof
reference2 and is shown in figure 15. Parasitedrag includescamber drag,
interferencedrag, excrescences,locallyseparatedflow, and other miscella-
neous zero-liftdrag contributions.
Trim drag - The incrementaldrag-due-to-liftvalues for the AST-107 horizontal
tail were obtainedby correctingthe values of referencei for differencesin
wing and tail areas. These prior resultswere obtainedfrom a detailedanalysis
of the horizontal-tailincidencerequiredfor maximumconfigurationperformance.
Total drag - The variousdrag componentsdiscussedabove were combinedto
obtain the overalldrag characteristicsof the AST-107. Figure 16 presentsthe
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variationinminimumdragcoefficientacrosstheMachnumberrange. Figure17
presentstypicalpolarsat Machnumbersof 0.6, 1.2,and 2.62. Figure18 pre-
sents(L/D)maxas a functionof Machnumber.
PROPULSION
Engine
A GeneralElectricadvanced,augmented,low bypass-ratioturbofanengine,
GE21/J10-B5,was selectedfor this study. This enginewas designedfor cruise
at a Mach number of 2.55 and an altitudeof 18.3 km (60,000ft) on a standard
day. For the presentstudy,the enginewas sized to meet a sea-level-static
installedthrust-weightratio of 0.268 at temperatures8C above standard. The
resultingsea-level-staticmaximumairflowwas 298.4 kg (657.8Ibm). The
GeneralElectricGE21/J10-B5has a sea-level-staticdry thrustof 211 kN
(47,504Ibf). The engine has a designoverallpressureratio of 16.3 and a
bypass ratio of 0.30. The technologyrequiredfor this engine is projectedto
be availablein 1985. The engine has a low-temperature(1,533K) augmentor.
The exhaustsystemconsistsof an annular,translating,plug nozzlewith a
thrust reverserand a mechanicalsound suppressorinstalledin the outer stream
of the nozzle. The mechanicalsound suppressorfurnishesan estimatedincre-
mental noise suppressionof 3 EPNdB at maximumpower and is assumedto weigh
2.22 kN (500 Ibf) per engine.
The engine weightwas determinedby scalingthe baseline-engineweight as the
1.2 power of thrust. The length and diameterof the engine was assumedto
scale as the squareroot the thrust. The externalconfigurationand envelope
of the engine are shown in figure 19. The weight of the engine is 55.55 kN
(11,590Ibf) includingthe engine,nozzle,thrust reverser,and mechanicalnoise
suppressor.
Nacelleand Inlet
The nacellehousingthe scaledGE21/J10-B5engine is shown in figure20. The
fixed downwardcant of the nozzle (8°) is providedso that the thrust line of
the enginewill pass throughthe airplanerearmostcenter-of-gravityduring
takeoffand landingconditions. Locationof the nacelleson the aircraftis
shown schematicallyin figure21.
The inlet is the NASA-Ames"P" inlet (ref. 15). It is a axisymmetric,mixed
compressiondesignwith a translatingcenterbodysized for supersoniccruise
conditions. Allowancewas made in the inlet design to provide2 percentof the
inlet-systemairflowfor nacellecoolingand ventilation. Inlet performanceis
presentedin figure22.
Performance
The installed engine performance is based on the 1962 U.S. standard atmosphere
using the inlet total-pressure recovery of reference 15 and a fuel lower heatina
value of 42.8 MJ/kg (18,400 BTU/Ibm). An engine bleed of 0.906 kq/s (2 Ibm/s)
per engine below 6.1 km i20,000 ft) and 0.459 kg/sec (I Ibm/s) per engine above
6.1 km (20,000 ft) was used to account for required cooling air. A power ex-
traction of 149 kW (200 HP) per engine was also included.
The installed engine performance presented in this report includes the effect
of inlet pressure recovery, compressor bleed air, power extraction, the nozzle
velocity coefficient (with the mechanical noise suppressor), as well as boattail
drag from the engine nozzle-nacelle connection point rearward (stations D through
G of figure 20). At all engine operating conditions, engine performance has
also been corrected for the effects of inlet spillage, bleed, and bypass drag.
The nacelle skin friction, interference, and wave drags are accounted for in the
aircraft drag polars. The resulting engine performance data for maximumclimb,
maximumcruise, and part-power throttle setting is shown in figure 23 through
25.
Mechanical Noise Suppressor
The mechanical noise suppressor used on the AST-I07 is a 40 shallow-chute outer-
stream design which is assumed to weigh an additional 2.22 kN (500 Ibf) per
engine and to supply 3 EPNdBof noise suppression at the sideline and fly-over
noise stations. The nozzle velocity coefficient was estimated to be 0.92 when
the suppressor was deployed because of the flow losses associated with the sup-
pressor.
MASSCHARACTERISTICS
Method of Analysis
Configuration selection and sizing of the AST-I07 was accomplished through the
use of the techniques described in reference 6 and in accordance with the
mission requirements specified in section entitled "Mission Analysis." The
mass-properties prediction technique of reference 6 is based on data from pre-
vious similar configurations and shows good correlation with data generated by
airframe manufacturers.
The sizing and configuration selection was performed within the computer program "
of reference 6 by producing a matrix of conceptual aircraft with an array of
design gross weights ranging from 3.05 to 3.67 MN (685,000 to 825,000 Ibf); with
sea-level installed thrust-weight ratio varying from 0.20 to 0.44; and wing
loading varying from 3.4 to 4.8 kPa (70 to I00 Ibf/ft2). These conceptual air-
craft were then subjected to mission performance evaluations. The results of
the evaluation were used to generate plots referred to as "thumbprints" (fig.
26). The aircraft configuration selected for more detailed analysis has a
design gro_s weight of 3.15 MN (709,000 Ibf), a wing loading of 4.07 kPa
(85 Ibf/ftL), and a sea-level-static thrust-weight ratio of 0.268.
I0
The aircraft primary structure was assumed to be all titanium. Special design
features included: stressed-skin titanium skin and core sandwich for all wing
and other aerodynamic surfaces; skin, stringer, and frame fuselage construction
of titanium; and landing gear of high-strength steel-alloy construction.
Weight and Balance
After the design gross weight, wing loading, and aircraft thrust-weight ratio
were determined, an estimate of the weight and location of the different air-
craft components was made using data from previous designs and the standard
scaling techniques described in reference 6. The result of this analysis is
presented in Table III.
The aircraft components were located, their individual weights were estimated,
and an analysis of the balance characteristics of the aircraft was made. The
desired center-of-gravity limits for this aircraft, as determined in a later
section of this paper (Stability and Control), were a forward center-of-g_avity
limit of. 42.55 percent of T_^f_ and. an rearward, limit, of 60.01 percent of c_f.
For minlmum trim drag, it was deslrable to malnta_n the center of gravity _
about 50 percent Cref..
Combinations of different fuel usage and fuel-transfer sequencing were investi-
gated to determine attainable center-of-gravity boundaries. These boundaries,
together with the desired center-of-gravity trace during a typical mission, are
presented in figure 27. It was determined that, if the wing apex was located at
fuselage station 15.24 m (50 ft), all points along the center-of-gravity path
would lie within the required boundaries, provided that proper fuel management
was utilized. It should be noted that the attainable rearward center-of-gravity
exceeds the stability limit defined by 60.1 percent-c_f- For center-of-gravity
locations behind this point, the aircraft would not stable with the current tail
size.
Inertial Characteristics
Inertial characteristics were computed for maximumgross weight and for normal
landing weight. The inertias of the individual components were computed about
their respective centroids and then translated to the aircraft's center-of-
gravity location for both conditions. The inertia information is summarized in
Table IV.
STABILITY ANDCONTROL
Requirements
Longitudinal - The requirements for longitudinal stability and control during
takeoff were that the forward center-of-gravity limits should be set at the
position of neutral stability, and the center-of-gravity range during takeoff
should be at least 66 cm (26 in.). It was also required that the main landinq
gear struts be located at least 6 percent of Cref behind the rear center-of-
Ii
limit. Furthermore,it must be possibleto maintain controlwithin the above
center-of-gravitylimitsat takeoff,both in and out of ground effect,with no
significantpitch-up.
The requirementfor longitudinalstabilityand controlduring landingwas that
the rear center-of-gravitylimit be set to providea nose-downpitchingaccel-
erationof 0.08 rad/sL at minimumdemonstratedflight speed and normal landing
weight. It was also requiredthat acceptabledynamicshort-periodcharacteris-
tics be achievedat approachspeedswith an operationshardenedstabilityaug-
mentationsystem,(HSAS),and that no significantpitch-upbe presentunder
these conditions.
Lateral-directional- For all cases, it was requiredthat a negativeroll result
from the occurrenceof positivesideslip(positivedihedraleffect). During
takeoff,controlpower sufficientto maintaindirectionalcontrolin a 15 m/s
(30-knot)crosswindat 900 was required. Directionalcontrolshould also be
sufficientto counteractthe yaw caused by the loss of an outboardengine at
takeoff. A 300 roll responsein 2.5 secondsafter initiationof a rapid full-
controlinput at, or above, normal approachspeedswas also required. Control
power must be adequateto trim the aircraftat _ = 0° in a 15 m/s (30-knots),
900 crosswindusing not more than 75 percentof full lateralcontrol. Further-
more, the aircraftshould possessinherentDutch-rollstabilitywith acceptable
levelsof undampednaturalfrequency(mH > 0.4 rad/sec) At supersoniccruise,
the yawing moment due to sideslipmust 6e-greaterthan,"or equal to, zero for a
2.5 g manuever.
Data Base
Low-speed, high-lift, longitudinal stability and control data were obtained from
reference 4. Transonic and supersonic longitudinal data were obtained from
references 16 and 17. Low-speed, high-lift, lateral-directional stability and
control data were taken from reference 5 and from recent unpublished wind-tunnel
test results. Supersonic lateral-directional data were taken from reference 6.
All data were corrected for tail-volume differences from the configuration of
reference 2.
Wing flexibilityassociatedwith lateralcontroldeflectionswas estimatedusing
the resultsof reference18. Fuselagetransversebendingdue to verticaltail
deflectionwas taken from reference19.
High-LiftDevicesand Controls
The high-liftdevices includetwo-segmentleading-edgeflaps at the wing apex
and outboardKruegerflaps near the wing tips. The trailing-edgeflaps consist
of an inner flap betweenthe fuselageand the inboardengine,a flap between
the inboardand outboardengine,and anotherflap betweenthe outboardengine
and the aileronat the outermosttrailingedge. The high-liftdevicesand
nomenclatureare given in figure6. The presenthigh-liftconfigurationis
defined by the two leadingedge inner flaps (labeled9 and 10) deflected300;
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the two outer leading-edge Krueger flaps (labeled 13 and 14) deflected 45o; the
two outer trailing edge flaps (labeled 5 and 6); and the ailerons (labeled 7 and
8) deflected 5o. Longitudinal control is an all-movable horizontal tail with a
geared elevator, and directional control is an all-movable vertical tail. Table
V presents the mass and dimensional characteristics of the aircraft, and the
maximumcontrol-surface deflections and the deflection rates assumed for the
present analysis.
Control Power
Longitudinal - Longitudinal control power was established by the use of data
from reference 3. Based on the assumed gearing between tail incidence and
elevator deflection for the configuration of reference 3 (fig. 28), longitudinal
control capability was determined for the horizontal-tail-volume coefficient
V of reference 4.
For takeoff and approach, the maximumlift-drag ratio was achieved with 20o of
trailing-edge flap deflection (fi_. 11), The rearmost center-of-gravity limit
was chosen to be 60.] percent of Cref, enabling the aircraft to achieve an angle
of attack of 8.6 o at the 158 knot approach speed. The tail area was chosen to
be 83 m2 (893 ft 2) in order to achieve a nose-down pitch acceleration of 0.08
rad/s 2 (ref. 2__0)at minimum approach speed. With-the landing gear located at
66.1 percent Cref (6 percent behind 60.1 percent _ _), the minimum nose-wheel
lift-off speed is approximately 77 m/s (150 knots)_eTThis speed can be compared
with the 103 m/s (200 knot) nose-wheel lift-off speed required for takeoff.
Lateral - Lateral control power was determined using the wind-tunnel data of
reference 5. Lateral-control flexibility factors for each surface (fig. 29)
were established from the results of reference 18 for a stiffness-sized (flutter-
free) wing design.
The steady-state sideslip, bank angle, rudder deflection, and lateral control
required for approaches with sideslip at an airspeed of 81 m/s (158 knots)
are shown in figure 30. It can be seen that 75 percent of the available
lateral control is required for a crosswind component of approximately 12 m/s
(22.5 knots) rather than the 15 m/s (30 knots) required by the criteria. It
would require a reduction of about 20 percent in dihedral effect to achieve
15 m/s (30 knot) crosswind capability.
Acceptable crosswind landing capability could be achieved by the use of a cross-
wind landing gear or by a substantial reduction in dihedral effect. Geometric
anhedral (ref. 21) would reduce positive dihedral effect. The models of refer-
ences 4 and 5 were tested in the high-lift configuration with the wing shape
of the flexible wing at supersonic cruise. Reference 18 indicates that aero-
elastic effects would result in comparatively greater anhedral at low speeds.
The increased anhedral would alleviate the low-speed crosswind problem but might
necessitate longer main landing-gear struts.
Directional - The piloted simulator study of reference 20 was conducted on a
configuration similar to the present AST-I07. The vertical tail size was
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chosen as 32.9 m2 (354 ft2) to providethe increaseddirectionalcontrolin
crosswindsrecommendedby reference20. The directional-controlflexibility
factor presentedin figure 31 is based on the data of reference19.
The directionaltrim requiredduring takeoffground-rollin a 900 crosswindis
shown in figure 32. For a 12 m/s (22.5 knot) crosswind,directionalcontrol
cannot be maintainedat ground speeds less than approximately44 m/s (85 knots).
For lower speedsor highercrosswinds,nose-wheelsteeringor differential
thrustwould be required.
Static Stability
Longitudinal- The low-speedlongitudinalstatic-stabilityanalysiswas based
on wind-tunneltests (ref.4) of the configurationof reference2. Figures
33 to 36 presentthe calculatedtrim and stabilityresultswithoutground effect
for trailing-edgeflap deflectionsof O, 10, 20, and 30 degrees. The horizon-
tal tail was assumedto producemaximum lift-dragratio (tail upload)for
climb, accelerationto cruise,deceleration,and descentfrom cruise. From
figure 35, it can be seen that the trimmablecenter-of-gravityrange with
trailing-edgeflap deflectionsof 200 for flaps 1, 2, 3, and 4 (of fig. 6) is
from 42.55 to 60.10 percentof Cref-
Supersoniclongitudinalstatic stabilitywas estimatedfrom the aerodynamic
center data of reference3. The resultingflexible-airplaneaerodynamic-center
location is shown in figure 37.
Lateral-directional- The low-speedlateral-directionalstatic-stabilityanaly-
ses were based on the wind-tunnelresultsof reference5. Supersonic-cruise
lateral-directionalstatic-stabilitycharacteristics(estimatedfrom ref. 3)
for the flexibleAST-107are presentedin figure38. Figure 38 shows that
there is barely sufficientdirectionalstabilityto meet the criterionof
CnB _ 0 in a 2.5 g pull-upmaneuver.
DynamicStabilityand HandlingQualities
Extensivesimulatorstudies (ref. 12) have been conductedon the configuration
of reference3 which was equippedwith a HardenedStabilityAugmentationSystem
(HSAS)and a Stabilityand ControlAugmentationSystem (SCAS). Detailsof these
systemsand the associatedautothrottleare given in reference12. Similar
studies,includingpilot ratings,have not been conductedon the presentcon-
figuration;however,the stability,control,and handlingqualitiesmay be
inferredby a comparsionwith the resultsof reference12.
The dynamicstabilitycharacteristicsof the AST-107are presentedin Table
Vl and the controlresponsecharacteristicsare given in Table VII. The
locationof the AST-107with respectto the short-periodfrequencyrequirements
of reference22 is comparedwith the resultsof reference12 in figure 39(a).
A similarcomparisonusing the criteriaof reference23 is shown in figure 39(b).
The low-speedpitch time-historyis comparedwith the requirementof reference
14
24 in figure 40. In all cases, the aircraft is indicated to be at least
"acceptable" based on these criteria.
Roll control is compared with the criteria of reference 22 in figure 41(a)
and with the criterion of reference 25 in figure 41(b). Provision of greater
control power would markedly improve the lateral handling qualities of the
AST-I07.
AIRPORTNOISE
The jet-only noise characteristics of the AST-I07 were calculated for selected
takeoff and approach profiles (using the methods of refs. 7 and 8) at the three
measuring stations prescribed in reference 26. The relative location of these
stations on the airport runway is shown in figure 42. The flight trajectories
used for the noise calculations were required to meet the balanced field-length
and climb-gradient requirements of the federal safety regulations.
Computed jet-only noise for the trajectories described as case numbers I through
3 of Table VIII and figure 43 are summarized in Table IX. Case 1 did not use
any power cutback and the normal takeoff-power setting was used throughout the
takeoff and climbout. Case 2 used the normal takeoff-power setting in takeoff
and climbout until the aircraft reached 5.94 km (19,500 ft) from brake release,
at which point the throttle was cut back to 62.6 percent of normal takeoff power.
In case 3, the takeoff power was set such that the takeoff Federal-Aviation-
Regulation field-length was 3.81 km (12,500 ft). This throttle setting (approxi-
mately 93 percent of normal) was used throughout the takeoff and until the air-
craft reached an altitude of 213 m (700 ft) (which occurred at 6.4 km (20,995 ft)
from brake release). At that point, the power setting was further reduced to
about 65.2 percent for the remainder of the climbout.
The takeoff of case 1 (Table IX) resulted in a maximumsideline noise level of
113.8 EPNdBand a centerline noise level of 119.4 EPNdB. The takeoff of case 2
resulted in a maximumsideline noise level of 113.3 EPNdBand a centerline noise
of 116.1EPNdB. The takeoff of case 3 resulted in a maximumsideline noise of
113.4 EPNdBand a centerline noise of 120.7 EPNdB. All of these levels should
be reduced by an estimated 3 EPNdBto account for the mechanical jet-noise noise
suppressor. Of the trajectories considered, case 2 produced the least noise,
which, including the increment fer the mechanical suppressor, resulted in a
maximumsideline noise of 110.3 EPNdBand a centerline noise of 113.1EPNdB.
The mechanical-suppressor noise increment is only an estimate and should be
considered with caution. Approach noise, using a standard 3o glide slope at
an approach speed of 158 knots was 110.5 EPNdB.
Jet-noise-only contours for case I and case 2 are shown in figures 44 and 45.
The results of the jet-noise-only calculations for the three cases are summarized
in figure 46.
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SONICBOOM
Equivalent area distributions due to volume and lift which are required for
the sonic boom analysis were computed by the use of method described in
reference 13. These methods were modified prior to their use in references I
and 3, and in the present study, to include the effect of angle of attack. The
resulting equivalent areas and the procedures of references 27 and 28 were
employed to define near-field pressure signatures below the aircraft for three
different fuselage lengths. These near-field pressure signatures were extra-
polated to ground level using the methods described in reference 29 which
include the effects of variations in atmospheric properties, of aircraft accel-
eration, and the variation in aircraft flight path angle. A reflection factor
of 1.9 was used through the analysis.
Sonic boomsignatures were computed for a series of Mach numbers from transonic
climb through supersonic cruise. The maximumoverpressure (Ap_v) was then com-
puted as a function of Mach number (fig. 47) fo_ the aircraft _jectory. The
maximumsonic-boom overpressure (APmax) is abou. 130 Pa (2.7 Ibf/ft2). Based
on figure 47 and information from previous analyses, a focused boom (ref° 30)
could occur on the ground as a result of the acceleration during the transonic
climb phase of the flight (about M = I°I0). This focused boom effect can be
positioned well offshore (about 160 km (88 n.mi.) from brake release) of any
land mass for many of the airports to be used by a supersonic transport.
MISSIONANALYSIS
Mission Requirements
The design objective was to optimize a supersonic transport aircraft concept for
the minimum weight required to achieve the mission goals. Mission analysis was
required to establish the weight of the aircraft required to meet these goals.
The objective of the study was an aircraft concept which could cruise at a Mach
number of 2.62 (at standard day plus 8C temperature) for 8.33 Mm(4,500 n.mi.)
carrying a payload of 273 passengers and their baggage (a total payload weight
of 253.8 kN (57,057 Ibf). The balanced field length for takeoff was not to
exceed 3.81 km (12,500 ft) (at standard day plus IOC temperature). The approach
speed was not to exceed 81.3 m (158 knots).
The fuel requirement included that required to complete the base mission plus
reserve fuel sufficient to overcome the effect of headwinds (5 percent of trip
fuel); the fuel required for 30 minutes in a holding pattern at 3.05 km (I0,000
ft); the fuel required for one missed approach and the necessary "go-around";
and the fuel required for cruise to an alternate airport 463 km (250 n.mi.)
away (using the best cruise Mach number and altitude). The fuel reserves
described above are based on the recommendations of reference 31.
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Method of Analysis
The methods of reference 6 were used to establish the configuration of the
aircraft and to determine its size. An array of candidate aircraft was studied
by varying the thrust-weight ratio and wing loading. This resulted in a matrix
of aircraft of different gross weights. The takeoff field length, approach speed,
fuel volume, and climb acceleration margin were included as constraints on the
designs. Data generated for this matrix of related aircraft were plotted to
establish the "thumbprint" sizing plot shown on figure 26.
Since the study objective was to determine the minimum weight of the aircraft
required to fly a given payload at fixed range with the above constraints, the
presentation of figure 26 is in the form of constant takeoff-gross-weight con-
tours as a function of thrust-weight ratio and wing loading. From this thumb-
print plot, a candidate aircraft having the minimum gross weight within the
required constraints was selected. This aircraft had an estimated takeoff gross
weight of 3.15 MN (709,000 Ibf) with an installed thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.268
and a design wing loading of 4.07 kPa (85 Ibf/ftL).
This configuration was then subjected to a more detailed analysis to determine
pertinent performance characteristics and to evaluate its compliance with mission
goals. The conceptual aircraft was "flown" within the computer program (ref. 6)
in accordance with the selected mission profile. For each segment of the profile,
the program determined enroute details such as thrust and fuel required, altitude,
speed, and the end point time of each segments. The profile used in this study
(fig. 48) was composed of the following segments: a lO-minute warmup and taxi-
out fuel allowance; a takeoff of one minute at full takeoff thrust a climb and
acceleration using the climb schedule shown in figure 49, where the flaps are
deflected 30o below 213 m (700 ft.) altitude and are retracted above 213 m
(700 ft.) altitude; a cruise at either optimum Brequet range factor or at climb
ceiling; a descent in accordance with figure 49,
Design Mission Performance
Results of the mission performance evaluation are summarized in Table X.
Cruise lift-drag ratio, an indicator of aerodynamic efficiency, averaged 9.15.
Additional evaluations were performed for reduced payload conditions to produce
the payload-range characteristics shown in figure 50.
Off-Design Operation
The aircraft was also investigated while performing subsonic off-design missions.
The trade between the length of the subsonic (M = 0.9) and length of the super-
sonic (M = 2.62) flight segments for passenger load factors of 60 percent and
i00 percent is shown in figure 51. Figure 51 indicates that at 60 percent load
factor the all-subsonic range is about 7.60 Mm(4200 n.mi.) and the all-
supersonic range is about 9.50 Mm(5200 n.mi.).
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Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity of the design range to changes in total drag coefficient, engine
specific fuel consumption, and structural weight was also investigated. The
results of this sensitivity analysis are presented in figure 25.
ECONOMICEVALUATION
An airline, as a potential purchaser and user of transport aircraft, must
consider the profit-making potential of any aircraft which it might introduce
into its fleet. Parameters important in determining the productivity, and thus,
in effect, the profit-making capability of any aircraft, include the direct and
total operating costs of the aircraft. The fuel burned per mission also is
important because of the current difficulty in predicting the future cost of fuel.
Block fuel and seat miles per gallon are used to evaluate the fuel efficiency ofthe aircraft.
The direct operating cost was computed as described in the Air Transport
Association model of reference 32. The indirect operating cost and the total
operating cost (sum of direct operating cost and indirect operating cost) was
computed as described in reference 33. Monetary values were in terms of con-
stant 1976 dollars. The ticket price was computed with a return-on-investment
of 15 percent. Analyses were performed for both 60 and i00 percent passenger
load factors at subsonic (M = 0.90) and supersonic (M = 2.62) cruise for various
ranges. At 1976 dollars, the AST-I07 is economically viable producing 15 per-
cent return-on-investment with 60 percent load factor and an average ticket
price of approximately 300 dollars per passenger at a range comparable to a
flight from San Francisco to Tokyo or 200 dollars per passenger for a New York
to London flight.
The direct operating cost, total operating cost and ticket price are presented
in figures 53 to 55. From the comparison of ticket prices, it is apparent that
operation of the AST-I07 in the subsonic cruise mode would impose a significant
burden on the fare-paying passenger. The fuel cost used in the foregoing cal-
culations was 10.25 cents per liter (38.7 cents per gallon). The block fuel
and passenger statute miles per gallon are shown in figures 56 and 57. The AST-
107 obtains about 14.5 passenger kilometers per liter (34.3 passenger statute-
miles per gallon) at reduced ranges (fig. 57). :The effect of varying the fuel
cost and the hours of utilization per year on the total operating cost of the
v6hicle is shown in figures 58 and 59. The fuel cost and hours of utilization
sensitivities shown in figures 58 and 59 are for cruise at a Mach number of 2.62
and a range of between 4500 and 4600 nautical miles.
CONCLUSIONS
A new advanced supersonic technology configuration designated the AST-107 using
a low bypass-ratio turbofan has been described and analyzed. The results of
this study indicate that:
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1. Mission range for the AST-107 was 8.48 Mm(4576 n.mi.). The average
lift-drag ratio during cruise was 9.15.
2. The available lateral control is not sufficient for the 15.4 m/sec
(30 kt) crosswind requirement. A crosswind landing gear or a significant
reduction in dihedral effect would be required to meetthis criteria.
3. Centerline and maximumsideline noise (jet only) were computed to be
110.3 EPNdB(sideline noise) and 113.1EPNdB (centerline noise) including a
3 EPNdBbenefit for a mechanical noise suppressor. The approach noise was
estimated to be 110.5 EPNdB.
4. Off-design operation of the AST-I07 in the subsonic cruise mode would
not be economically attractive because of the poor subsonic specific fuel con-
sumption of this particular engine.
5. The AST-I07 obtains as much as 14,5 seat-kilometers per liter (34,3
seat-miles per gallon) at reduced ranges.
6. At 1976 dollars, the AST-I07 is economically viable producing 15
percent return on investments with 60 percent load factor and an average ticket
price of approximately 300 dollars per passenger at a range comparable to a
flight from San Francisco to Tokoyo or 200 dollars per passenger for a New York
to London flight.
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TABLE 1.- AST 107 GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS
Geometry Wing Horizontal Vertical Wing fintail tai 1
m
2 853.96 82.96 32.84 18.12Geometric area (ft2) (9192 ) (893) (354) (195)
Mean Aerodynamic m 31.19 8.97 8.90 7.19
chord t c (ft) (102.32 ) (29.43) (29.20) (23.58)
Wing reference area rtf 774.16
sref (ft2) (8333)
Reference mean aero- m 26.82
dynamic chord t cref (ft) (87.99)
Exposed area rTf 57.60 32.89 18.12
(ft2) (620 ) (354) (195)
Span t b m 38.39 10.54 4.16 2.99(ft) (125.97) (34.57) (13.66) (9.83)
Aspect ratio based on 1.721 1.338 .527 .495
above geometric area
Aspect ratio based on 1.904
wing reference area
Leading edge sweep Deg 74 70.84 60 55 68.2 73.42
Root chord m 51.02 12.96 12.77 10.64
(ft) (167.38) (42.53 ) (41.90) (34.91)
Tip chord m 4.92 2.79 3.03 1.45
(ft) (16.13) (9.14) (9.93) (4.75)
Root thickness/chord % 3.000 2.996 2.996
Tip thickness/chord % 3.000 2.996 2.996
Taper ratio .215 .237 .136
Dihedral Deg -15
-Vol. coeff. (gross)t V * .113 .041 .012 (each)
Vol. coeff. (ref. L ij ** .146 .046 .014 (each)
*Based on gross wing characteristics
**Based on reference wing characteristics 23
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TABLE 11.- WETTED AREA SUMMARY
Component Wetted area
m2 (ft2)
Wing 1400.71 (15077.09)
Fuselage 733.63 (7896.77)
Nacell es (4) 204.53 (2201.52)
Wing fins (2) 72.78 (783.42)
Vertical tail 66.11 (711.65 )
Horizontal tail 119.73 (1288.72)
Total 2597.49 (27959.15)
TABLEIII.- GROUPWEIGHTSUMMARY
kN I bf
Wing 336.850 75727
Horizontal tail 29.394 6608
. Vertical tail 17.962 4038
Vertical fin 9.461 2127
Canard 0.0 0
Fuselage 226.935 51017
Landing gear 122.268 27487
Nacelle 47.200 10611
Structural total (790.070) (177615)
Engines 206.220 46360
Thrust reversers 0.0 0
Miscellaneous systems 7.918 1780
Fuel system - tanks and plumbing 32.681 7347
- insulation 0.0 0
Propulsion total (246.819) (55487)
Surface controls 41.311 9287
Auxiliary power 0.0 0
Instruments 7.811 1756
Hydraulics 25.898 5822
Electrical 22.321 5018
Avionics 12.273 2759
Furnishings and equipment 88.048 19794
Air conditioning 38.553 8667
Anti-icing 0.934 210
Systems and equipment total (237.149) (53313)
Weight empty 1274.038 286415
Crew and baggage - flight, 3 3.003 675
- cabin, 9 6.606 1485
Unusable fuel 8.972 2017
Engine oil 2.180 490
Passenger service 36.760 8264
Cargo containers, 6 11.921 2680
Operating weight 1343.480 302026
Passengers, 273 200.370 45045
Passenger baggage 53.432 12012
Cargo 0.0 0
Zero fuel weight 1597.282 359083
Mission fuel 1556.508 349917
Takeoff gross weight 3153.790 709000
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TABLE IV.- INERTIA SUMMARY
Condition
Weight, kN
, lbf
Horizontal e.g., m
, in
Percent of Cref
Roll inertia, Ix, Gg_m2
, sl u9-ft2
Pitch inertia, Iy , Gg-m2
, sl ug-ft2
Yaw inertia, Iz, Gg_m
2 2
, slug-ft
Product of inertia, Ixz , Gg_m2 2
, 51 ug-ft
Principle axis angle of inclination, rad
, deg
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Takeoff Normal
gross wei ght landing weight
3153.790 1827.153
709000 410500
52.923 52.645
2083.58 2072.65
60.00 58.97
11.089
x 106
6.081
8.179 4.485 x 106
,
77 .904 73.808
57.459 x 106 54.438 x 106
86.565 77.721
63.847 x 106 57.423 x 106
-2.562 6 -2.259 6
-1.890 x 10 -1. 666 x 10
-0.0338 -0.0316
-1.94 -1.81
TABLE V.- MASS AND DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AST-I07
Reference wing area, m2 (ft2) ••••••••••••••••••••••
Wing span, m (ft) .
Wing leading-edge sweep, deg (see fig. 1) •••••••••••
Reference mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft) ••••••••••••
Center-of-gravity location, percent Cref ••••••••••••
Static margin, percent
774.16 (8333)
38.39 (125.964)
74.00/70.84/60.00
26.82 (87.985)
60.10
-3.7
Takeoff weight, mN (lbf)
Ix, kg-m2 (slug-ft2)
Iy, kg-m2 (slug-ft2)
Iz, kg-m2 (slug-ft2)
Ixz , kg-m2 (slug-ft2)
Landing weight, mN (lbf)
Ix, kg-m2 (slug-ft2 )
Iy, kg-m2 (slug-ft2)
Iz, kg-m2 (SlU9-ft2~
Ixz , kg-m2 (slug-ft )
· .
·.................... ..
·.................... ..
·.................... ..
·.................... ..
·.................... ..
· ~ ..
·.................... ..
·.................... ..
·.................... ..
3.154 (709,000)
11,089,230 (8,179,000)
77,903,940 (57,459,000)
86,564,910 (63,847,000)
-2,562,500 (-1,890,000)
1.827 (410,500)
6,080,840 (4,485,000)
73,808,020 (54,438,000)
77,720,910 (57,324,000)
-2,258,790 (-1,666,000)
Maximum control surface deflections in degrees:
Horizontal tail (6t ) .Flap (61 and 62) •..•.•••.••..••..••.•.•...•••......•••...
Aileron (07 and 08) •••••••••••••••••••••• ;•••••••••••••••••••
Outboard flaperon (05 and 06) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Inboard fl aperon (03 and 04) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Rudder (or)
Maximum control surface deflection rates in degtees per second
Horizontal tail .
Fl ap • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • ••••••••••••••••••
Aileron .
Outboard flaperon .•••.•••.•••••.•••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••
Inboard flaperon •••••••••••.••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••
Rudder ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••.•••••••••••••
±20
o to 30
±25
±30
±10
±25
±50
±10
±70
±40
±40
t50
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TABLE VI.- DYNAMICSTABILITY CHARACTERISTICSOF AST-107
(158 knots approach speed)
Augmentation
Satisfactory Acceptable
criterion criterionParameters None HSAS SCAS Modified
SCAS
Short-period mode
I_sp, rad/s .167 .704 1.394 1.394 See fig. 39 See fig. 39
Psp, s 44.88 12.63 24.63 24.63
6sp .542 .708 .983 .983 0.35 to 1.30 0.25 to 2.00
L_/_sp .... 2.91 .688 .348 .348 See fig. 39 See fig. 39
n/s, g un1_s/raa 4.02 4.02 4.02 4.02 See fig. 39 See fig. 39
Long-perlod (aperiodic) mode
t 2 , s 5.32 oo oo oo >5
Long-period (periodic) mode
_ph, rad/s .089 .087 .087
h, s 84.98 89.74 89.74
ph .555 .597 .597 _0.04 _0
Rol I mode
t R 1.536 .282 .321 .117 _1.4 _3.0
Spiral mode
tl/2, s 32.46 50.26 oo oo
Dutch roll mode
_d, rad/s .937 .541 1.117 .740 20.4 20.4
_d .109 .359 .220 .229 _0.08 _0.02
_dmd, rad/s .102 .194 .243 .169 _0.15 20.05
Pd, s 6.75 12.43 5.77 8.72 - -
@/P 2.81 2.68 .78 .78 - -
Roll-control parameters
_@/(_d .638 1.106 1.017 1.006 0.80 to 1.15 0.65 to 1.35
6_/6 d 1.90 .636 1.202 1.004
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TABLE VII.- CONTROL RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF AST-107
(158 knots approach speed)
Augmentation
Parameters HSAS a SCASa
Sat i sfactory Acceptable
None Modified criteri on criterion
SCASa
Longitudi nal
¢max, rad/s2 b_.070 b_.049 b_.070 Same as SCASa b_0.08 b_O.O
.
<P/<P ss - - - - - - See fig. 40 See fig. 40
Lateral
<Pmax , rad/s2 .248 .209 .194 .20 See fig. 41 See fig. 41
<P max , deg/ s • 16.57 10.51 23.25 21.10 See fig. 41 See fig. 41
t<p = 30°, s 2.90 3.80 2.82 2.86 :S2.5 S3.2
aAutothrottle on
bMinimum demonstrated speed of 129 knots
w
o TABLE VIII.- SUMMARY OF TAKEOFF PARAMETERS
Case number 1 2 3 4
.
Takeoff performance
Rotational velocity, m/s (kts) 100.3 (195) 100.3 (195) 97.7 (190) 100.3 (195)
Liftoff velocity, m/s (kts) 107.3 (208.5) 107.3 (208.5) 104.3 (202.7) 107.3 (208.5)
Velocity at obstacle, m/s (kts) 110.8 (215.4) 110.8 (215.4) 108.3 (210.5) 110.8 (215.4)
Engine out (VI), m/s (kts) 91.2 (177.2) 91.2 (177.2) 88.4 (171.8) 91.2 (177.2)
Engine out (V2), m/s (kts) 107.0 (208.0) 107.0 (208.0) 106.2 (206.4) 107.0 (208.0)
Engine out balanced
field length, m (ft) 3518 (11544) 3518 (11544) 3739 (12270) 3518 (11544)
FAR field length, m (ft) 3568 (11706 ) 3568 (11706) 3810 (12500) 3568 (11706)
Cutback performance
Altitude at cutback, m (ft) 250 (822 213 (700) 235 (773)
Distance to cutback, m (ft) No 5944 (19500) 6399 (20995) 5944 (19500)
Velocity at cutback, m/s (kts) Cutback 125.5 (244) 122.4 (238) 121.7 (236.5)
CL at cutback .424 .436 .445
LID at cutback 8.5 8.2 8.1
Percent thrust, after cutback .626 .641 .652
6.49 km (3.5 n.mi.) flyover poi nt 307 (1008) 273 (897 ) 217 (712 ) 259 (851)
Altitude, m (ft)
Above data assumes 20 degree flap deflection.
TABLE IX.- EFFECTIVEPERCEIVEDNOISE LEVELS
Jet EPNdB
Case 1 Takeoff, normal throttle setting, accelerating climb,
no power cutback:
maximumsideline noise 113.8
centerline noise 11.9.4
Case 2 Takeoff, normal throttle setting, accelerating climb,
power cutback 5944 m (19,400 ft):
maximumsideline noise 113.3
centerline noise 116.1
Case 3 Takeoff, reduced throttle setting*, accelerating climb
power cutback limited by altitude 213 m (700 ft),
cutback at 6399 m (20995 ft)
maximumsideline noise 113.4
centerline noise 120.7
Case 4 Takeoff, normal throttle setting, cutback at obstacle
to 93 percent power setting, accelerating climb
maximumsideline noise 113.6
centerline noise 117.4
Approach, standard 3 degree glide slope, constant
speed 813 m/sec (158 kt):
centerline noise 110.5
Values listed are jet only data and the suppression increment is not yet removed
from these EPNdBvalues. Text assumes that an increment will be removed.
*A throttle setting of 93 percent was used for the initial portion of Case 3.
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kN (1 bf) 3153.790 (709000)
kN (1 bf) 1343.480 (302026)
kN (1 bf) 200.370 (45045)
kN (1 bf) 53.432 (12012 )
kN (lbf) 253.802 (57057)
m2 (ft2) 774.161 (8333)
m2 (ft2) 853.965 (9192 )
TABLE X.- MISSION PERFORMANCE
Mission: Supersonic cruise at Mach 2.62
Aircraft characteristics:
Design gross weight
Operating weight empty
Payload - Passengers, 273
- Passenger, baggage
Total payload weight
Wing area - reference
- gross
GE21/J10-B5 enginos (4); sea level
static (std. +8 C day) installed thrust
per engine, N (lbf)
Initial installed thrust to weight ratio
Initial wing loading - reference kPa, (lbf/ft2)
- gross kPa, (lbf/ft2)
211. 304
.268
4.074
3.693
(47503)
.268
(85.08)
(77.13)
14.946 (3360 ) 0 0 10.0
21.280 (4784) 6 (3) 1.4
379.656 (85350) 970 (524) 36.4
893.928 (200963 ) 6932 (3743 ) .146.7
18.042 (4056) 572 (309) 28.6
0 0 0 0 0
1312.906 (295153 ) 8474 (4576) 213.1
1327.852 (298513 ) 8480 (4579) 223.1
Mission segment Operating Weights
or condition kN 1bf
Ramp gross weight 3153.790 (709000)
Warm-up &taxi-out
Takeoff gross weight 3138.843 (705640)
Takeoff run
Begin ascent 3117.563 (700856 )
Climb &accelerate
Begin cruise 2737.907 (615506)
Cruise segment
End cruise 1843.979 (414543)
Descent &decelerate
End descent 1825.937 (410487)
Landing &taxi-in
End mission 1825.937 (410487)
Trip fuel, range &time
Block fuel, range &time
Fuel
kN lbf
Range
km n.mi.
Time
mi n.
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TABLE XI.- BASELINE DATA FOR DIRECT OPERATING COST ANALYSIS
(Monetary values in constant 1976 dollars)
w
w
Gross takeoff weight, kN (lbf)
Range, km (n.mi.)
Cruise speed, Mach number
Number of engines
Thrust per engine, kN (lbf)
Seats (passengers)
Load factor, %
Fuel cost, cents/liter (cents/gal)
Insurance rate, %of purchase price (average value)
Year dollars
Depreciation period, years
Residual value, %
Utilization rate, hrs/yr block (flight)
Crew
Purchase price:
Aircraft, complete millions of dollars
Airframe, millions of dollars
Engines, millions of dollars
Spares, millions of dollars
Crew pay relative to subsonic, %
Down payment (5%/6 month intervals)
Return on investment
Interest rate
Salvage value
Tax rate
Economic lifetime
3153.8
8480.8
2.62
4
211.3
273
100
10.25
0.5
1976
16
10
4000
3
88.52
72.02
16.5
9.27
117
20%
15%
10%
10~~
48%
16 yr
(709,000)
(4579)
(47503)
(38.7)
(1. 0)
(3820)
f
/ i 2.25 °
.26_.re f / .
•43.53 [142.83) : 36.58 (120.01)
i _ 41.53 (136.24}= 38.39(125.97) _22.88 {75.06)------I /25_:- / .25_ /
Airplane/Wing Reference Line-_ " \ I \I
5° _-_----- - -- ......:::...... •.......... "..... _I _.______.._'_ / ._'o TJ---LL_ __:_ .........................._'_- ' - ', _ I
1.83" 14.73
(6.00)/'_76oors2.so__I - -_--__ .. _ .-----I'_ I {,.833_
92.96{305.00}
Figure 1.- General arrangement.
Galtey -40 Passengers
Galley- ers _ GatleYl..---130 Passengers
I =J I_:i_::_.........o,_ Lavatory
I -] _ •....
FuelTan., {i.i  J
.508(20) Min Fuel Tanks " -
1.981(78)_YP _ _Main Landing Gear
A;A
- Avionics Bay
Flight xl.829(32x72) Entry Door
Station _ 1.067 x 1.829 (42x72) Airplane/Wing |.
,(_.'.'._i /- Entry Door I
_o._ .......... _ _ _ , /_,:9 _.. _1 ......... __ Reference___Line. 1.06?x1.829(t,2x72) .... ._ "Entry Door j
Landinc Baggage and Cargo
Gear LA Fuet Fuel TankFuel Tank (188.5)
Environmental Control Hydrautics Bay
Distribution Bay
Static Ground Main Landing Gear 'Electrical Bay
Environmental Control Bay
Figure2.- Inboardprofile.
Main Landing Gear
14
12
-] - _ ,_ 1-,_--J-+- -.
11
13
Tank Fuel Weight Per Tank
Number kN Ibf
1 - 2 84.525 19002
• 3 - 4 97.251 21863
5 - 6 129.377 29085
7 - 8 75.900 17063
9 -10 98.110 22056
11 - 12 158.054 35532
13 -14 92.719 20844
15 -16 38.811 8725 '
17 200.535 45082
18 134.123 30152
19 119.212 26800
Total 2003.364 450 374
Figure 3. - Fuel tank locations and capacities.
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Figure 4.- Spanwise thickness distribution.
co
Figure 5.- Contours of wing thickness, dimensions in meters (ft.).
®Flap Area, m2(ft 2)
Number Each
1 -2 11.687 (125.8)
3-/, 8.070 (86.9)
5 -6 z,.673 (50.3)
7- 8 7.634 (82.2)
9 - 10 15.379 (165.5)
11-12 16.332 (175.8)
13-lZ, 8.421 (90.6)
Figure 6.- Wing control surface geometry and flap definition.
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Figure 7.- Volume utilization of configuration.
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Figure8.- Landinggear incrementaldrag coefficientas a function
of CL-in or out of ground effect.
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Figure 9.- Trimmedlift curves (outof ground effect),69 = 610 = 611 = 612 = 300,
613 = 614 = 450, 65,66,67,68= 50, center of gravityof 60.1 percentof Cref.
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Figure 10.- Trimmeddrag polar (outof ground effect), landinggear retracted,center of_gravityat
60.1 percentmean aerodynamicchord, 69 = 610 = 611 = 612 = 30U, 613 = 614 = 45U,
65 = 66 = 67 = 68 = 50.
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(b) Landing Gear Retracted
Figure 11.- High-lift configuration aerodynamic performance (out of
ground effect), center of gravity at 60.1 percent, °f7c6 68f"69 = 610 = 611 = 612 = 300, 613 = GI4 = 450, 65 = 66 = re = 50.
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_n Figure 12.- Equivalent area distribution, M = 2.62.
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Figure 13.- Wave drag coefficient as a function of Mach number.
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Figure 14.- Skin frictionand roughnessdrag coefficientas a function of
of Mach numberfor the design missiontrajectoryof figure49.
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Figure 15.- Parasite drag coefficient as a function of Machnumber.
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Figure 16.- Minimumdrag coefficient as a function of Machnumber.
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Figure 17.- Typical drag polars at several Mach numbers for the clean configuration.
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Figure 18.- Maximumlift-to-drag ratio as a function of Mach number.
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6.358m{20.858ft) Supersonic Cruise _l
6.219 m(20.408 ft) Takeoff
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---- 3.241m(10.633 ft) _ _ 2.395 m (7.858ft) =-
'2.027m (6.650 ft) : I
_. Rear Mount "_ --Supersonic Cruise
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3.117 m (10.225 ft)
Supersonic Cruise and Reverse
Figure 19.- The General Electric GE211J10-B5 low-bypass ratio engine.
RC.g.
A C D_E
F G
---X
X R Area
Station m2m ft rn ft ft 2
A 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 1.9/.8 6.391 .308 1.012 .299 3.217
C 1.9/.8 6.391 .790 2.591 1.959 21.090
D 8.936 29.319 .911 2.988 2.606 28.0/.9
E 9.933 32.588 .885 2.905 2./.63 26.511
F 11.091 36.389 .8/.6 2.775 2.2/.8 2/..192
(3 12.181 39.96/. 0 0 0 0
c. g. (Engine) 7.666 25.152
Figure 20.- GE211J10-B5 engine nacelle.
Aircraft Centerline
WingStation
_- Fuselage Station--1_ Inboard j , , _ "75°
Outboard :
F1.5t-)),
- I Aircraft Reference Line _I
Vertical Station
1_I- Fuselage Station -S_L___ _.__/. __80____ -'I IJ
Inboard Nacelle in ft rn
Fuselacle Station 2328.220 194.018 59.137
Wing Station 248.736 20.728 6.318
Vertical Station -211.583 -1'7.632 -5.37/.
Outboard Nacelle
Fuselage Station 2372.590 197.716 60.264
Winc_Station 407.508 33.959 10.351
Vertical Star.ion -204.462 -17.038 - 5.193
Figure 21.- Engine-nacelle location detail.
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(b) Air Flow Schedule
Figure22.- NASA/Ames"P" inletperformance.
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(a) Maximum Climb Power Setting
Figure 23 - GE21/J10-B5 installed net thrust at standard day plus eight degrees
centigrade ambient temperature.
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(b) Maximum Cruise Power Setting
Figure 23 - Concluded.
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(a) Maximum Climb Power Setting
Figure 24 - GE21/J10-B5 installed fuel flow rate at a standard day plus eight
degrees centigrade ambient temperature.
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Figure 24 - Concluded.
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Figure 25.- Installed fuel flow for maximumand part power cruise at a standard
day plus eight degree centigrade ambient temperature.
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Figure 26 - Aircraft sizing "thumbprint" for the AST-107 carrying 273 passengers over
a range of 8334 km (4500 n.mi.) at M = 2.62 hot day cruise conditions.
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Figure 27. - Center-of-gravity travel diagram.
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Figure 28. - Assumedhorizontal tail/elevator deflection relationship.
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Figure 29. - Estimated lateral control flexibility factors.
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Figure 30. - Crosswind trim capability at an approach speed of 81.3 m/sec (158 knots).
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Figure 31. - Estimated directional control factors due to fuselage bending.
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Figure 32. - Estimated directional control factors due to fuselage bending.
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Figure33. - Directionaltrim required in 90-degreecrosswindat maximumgross
weight for an angle of attackof the wing referenceplane of -50 and a
crosswindvelocityof 11.58 m/sec (22.5 knot).
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Figure 34. - High-lift trim and stability (out of ground effect) with power off,
65 : 66 = 67 = 68 = 30o , 61 = 62 : 63 : 64 : 20o .
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Figure35. - High-lifttrim and stability(out of ground effect),with power off,
69 = 610 = 611 = 612 = 300, 613 = 614 = 450, 65 = 66 = 67 = 68 = 50,
61 = 62 = 63 = 64 = 200.
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Figure 36. - High-lift trim and stability at thirty degrees (out of ground effect)
with power off, 69 = =_1 611 = _12 = 3_v, 613 = 614 = 450 ,61 °2=:63= 4 : 30.
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Figure 37. - Flexible airplane aerodynamic center location variation with Mach number
with all flaps undeflected except 613 = 614 = 20o at Mach numbers less than 1.2.
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Figure 38. - Flexible static lateral-directional stability at M = 2.62.
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(a) Longitudinalshort-period frequency requirements of reference 12
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(b) Shomber-Gertsen longitudinal handling qualities criteria of reference 23
Figure 39.- Comparison of longitudinal short-period characteristics with handling
qualities criteria.
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Figure40.- Comparisonof low-speedpitch rate responseusing the stability
and control augmentationsystemcriteriafrom reference24.
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Figure 41.- Comparison of roll response with criteria boundaries.
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Figure 44.- Noise contours for Case 1 type takeoff (jet noise only).
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Figure 45.- Noise contours for Case 2 type takeoff (jet noise only).
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Figure 46.- Comparison of noise results (jet noise only) for the different
takeoff procedures.
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Figure 47.- Maximum over-pressure during climb and cruise.
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Figure 48.- Mission profile and fuel weights associated with each profile
segment to indicate the fuel burned during that segment.
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Figure 49.- Climb and descent schedule as a function of Mach number for a
standard day plus 8 degree centigrade ambient temperature atmosphere.
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Figure 50.- Payload-range capability variation with cruise Mach number.
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Figure 52.- Range sensitivity to changes in drag, structural weight, and specific
fuel consumption.
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Figure 53.- Effect of passenger load factor and cruise speed on direct operating cost.
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Figure54.-Effectof passengerloadfactorandcruisespeedon totaloperatingcost.
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Figure 55.- Effect of passenger load factor and cruise speed on ticket cost.
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Figure 56.- Effect of passenger load factor and cruise speed on block fuel.
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Figure 57.- Effect of passenger load factor and cruise speed on passenger
statute-miles per gallon.
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Figure 58.- Sensitivity of total operating cost to variation in fuel cost, 1976 dollars.
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